A non-invasive method for the monitoring of heart activity can help to reduce the deaths caused by heart disorders such as stroke, arrhythmia and heart attack. Human voice can be considered as a biometric data that can be used for estimation of heart rate. In this paper, we propose a method for estimating the heart rate from human speech dynamically using voice signal analysis and by development of a empirical linear predictor model. The correlation between voice signal and heart rate are established by classifiers and prediction of the heart rates with or without emotions are done using linear models. The prediction accuracy was tested using the data collected from 15 subjects, it is about 4050 samples of speech signals and corresponding electrocardiogram samples. The proposed approach can use for early non-invasive detection of heart rate changes that can be correlated to emotional state of the individual and also can be used as tool for diagnosis of heart conditions in real-time situations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heart diseases that include cerebral stroke and other cardiovascular disorders are one of the major mortality causes in the world [1] - [3] . The investments in preventive healthcare such as using modern monitoring tools and devices, can help with reducing the costs of treatment and progression of the poor health conditions. This paper analyzes the existing methodologies for contact less heart rate measurement methods, and proposes more robust technique for the estimation of heart rate from the voice recordings using classification and prediction models [4] - [6] .
In this work, voice signal is considered to contain biometric data reflective of the physical condition of the heart e.g. heart rate index. It is shown in [7] - [12] that there is an implicit relationship between heart rates and human voice. Further, there are studies that indicates a direct relation of psychological state, say emotion to that of heart rate and voice [13] . This is due to the fact that there are many blood vessels and capillaries in the vocal tract, which affect the voice spectrum [14] .
This work will give technical and algorithmic insights, including statistical approach, which could be a platform for the further advance of this research. The design of the general model, which includes the classification and prediction model, is the primary focus of this work. Finally, the results and discussion part of the work is provided. The analysis and comparison of different approaches of the prediction models are given.
A. Significance
Consistent monitoring of heart rate and blood pressure is essential for people who have cardiac disorders. In order to reduce the risk of the severity of the consequences resulting from the disease, the process of heart's physiological monitoring has to be made more convenient and affordable. Contact-less monitoring is proposed as an alternative solution to monitoring health disorders as part of a standard telehealth system.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
There are many studies conducted on the presentation of implicit or any other means of relationship between heart rate and human voice. This section will briefly summarize what has been accomplished in the field by providing constructive critique on what could have been addressed from a different perspective.
In [15] , the author proposes a method to estimate blood pressure (BP) by applying voice-spectrum analysis. The author claims that if the results of the experiment are accurate enough, it could be feasible to estimate blood pressure from the recorder of the mobile device. The turning point in his work is the calculation of correlation coefficient between voice-spectrum and blood pressure. However, there are aspects of the work that could be addressed more accurately [16] . For instance, the data collection process could have been approached more effectively if the recording of the voice and blood pressure measurement were performed simultaneously; but not like it was described in the original work; since the recording process of the voice and measuring of blood pressure separately might lead to inconclusive results. Additionally, the number of subjects seems to be very few, only two people. It barely can serve as the support to the author's main claims, [17] , [18] , [19] , and [20] .
In [21] , the authors extract heart rate parameters, performing analysis on speech signals, in order to establish relationship between them. There is an assumption from the author's perspective that the heart rate can be represented as a function of several statistical parameters such as entropy, mean, and energy [22] . Although, there is a correlation it is still unclear why these parameters were chosen. The researcher did not qualify what was the basis for completing that particular statistical analysis and which parameters constituted the changes in the heart rate [23] .
In [14] , [24] , researchers showed that there is indeed a correlation between heart rate and voice signal. They found a group of classes which could serve as an index of relationship between physiological parameters such as heart rate, skin conductance and voice signal. There had been different machine learning algorithms, namely, Support Vector Regression (SVR), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Sequential Minimal Optimization (SVR), and binary classification models, implemented. Additionally, there are many Low Level Descriptors (LLD) for voice signal feature extraction, and statistical functions, which are available in openSMILE software [25] , [26] . However, they do not explicitly show, which feature extraction methods and algorithms are constituting to the estimation of factors between HR and human speech, [27] .
III. METHODOLOGY

A. Data Collection
Heart rate via ECG device along with the speech signal was measured and recorded. Totally, 15 subjects participated in the data collection process. They were instructed to pretend as they were experiencing three types of emotions, namely, joy, neutral and anger, in different situations respectively. Overall 90 samples of heart rate and speech signal for each emotion for each subject were collected. It is about 4050 samples in total. All the analysis performed in this paper assume and take into account the dynamic nature of the heart rates so as to reflect a real-time application.
B. Feature Extraction
The next step is to extract the heart rate from the ECG samples, and calculate the feature distance estimates from the speech signals. Heart rates were estimated by 1500 rule and feature distances were extracted by applying Fourier Transform and Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) coefficients.
C. Data Filtering
The aforementioned procedure was followed by the revision of the data for the presence of any errors or mistakes associated with the human factor, i.e. mistyping. The irrelevant or impossible values of heart rate and feature distances were immediately discarded from the dataset.
The next step was to develop the classification and prediction model. In order to find out whether the classification is necessary, the prediction model for the combined emotions data and separate emotions data was done. Eventually, the classification of emotions was the essential part for the estimation of correlation between heart rate and feature distance. This was due to the fact that the prediction of separate emotions showed higher accuracy than the prediction for the combined emotions.
D. Classification of Emotions
Several classifications are provided. The most accurate is the algorithm named Classification via Regression. This algorithm applies a method of building a classification tree for the actual classification procedure. The output of the algorithm is assigned a new value, in our case is the emotion, joy, neutral or anger, for corresponding heart rates for each of the subjects. By the set of the feature distances provided, each of the observations will get to one of the terminal nodes of the tree. New observation is assigned a class of emotion of the terminal node, where the output belongs to. In the Table 4 .4 of the next section, different classifications algorithms and the corresponding accuracy rates are shown. It can be seen that the Classification via Regression is the most accurate and this algorithm is chosen for the construction of the general model.
E. Prediction Model
The prediction of heart rate values in beats per minute from the given feature distance values is necessary. There is indeed a correlation between these two physiological factors; however, it is non-deterministic in its nature. In other words, there is no explicit relationship but rather an implicit one. In order to establish the relation between heart rate and feature distance the empirical model must be built. The regression analysis is applied for that purpose. The heart rate and feature distance values indicated an approximate linear relationship, and supported towards the use of linear regression model.
F. Theory: Simple Linear Regression
The idea behind the regression analysis is simple. The regression line is fitted in the dataset of n points. The function that describes the relationship of x and y is given in Eqn. 1, where x is an independent or predictor variable, and y is a dependent or response variable. In our case, the feature distance (FD) is a predictor variable and heart rate (HR) is a response variable, {(x i , y i ), i = 1, 2, ... , n}.
In Eqn. 1, β 0 is the y − intercept term of the true line, β 1 is the slope of the true line, and i is the random error component of the true line. It is important to mention that a true line is the actual line that fits all of the data points. However, it is impossible to estimate in practice. Thus, there is another concept of the line is being introduced. This is the regression line. The regression line is given by the Eqn. 2.
In the Eqn. 2,ŷ i is the predicted value of the ith index, β 0 and β 1 are the estimators of the parameters of β 0 and β 1 as in Eqn. 1. Finally, the Eqns. 3 and 4, show the least square estimators for the simple linear regression model.
In the Eqn. 3,
G. Theory: Other Mathematical Formulas used in this work
In the Eqn. 5,x is the sample mean. The corresponding population mean is denoted by ν.
1) Sample Mean and Population Mean:
The variance of a sample of measurements x 1 , x 2 , ... , x n is the sum of the square of the differences between each measurement value and their mean, divided by n − 1. The equation is given in Eqn. 6.
2) Variance and Standard Deviation:
The standard deviation of a sample of measurements is the positive square root of the variance, as shown in Eqn. 7. The corresponding population standard deviation is provided in Eqn. 8.
3) Relative Error Estimation: In the Eqn. 9, the relative error estimation formula is given. HR estimated is the heart rate estimated from the prediction and HR measured is the subject's actual heart rate that was extracted from electrocardiogram sample in beats per minute.
Relative Error =
|HR estimated − HR measured | HR measured ×100 (9)
4) The Normal Distribution, Gaussian Curve: For a distribution of measurements that is approximately normal, i.e. bell shaped, it follows that the interval with the end points, the illustration is given in Fig. 1 . μ ± σ contains approximately 68% of the measurements, μ ± 2σ contains approximately 95% of the measurements, μ ± 3σ contains almost all of the measurements, [28] .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There were total of 15 subjects participating in the data collection process. As was described earlier, in section III, the prediction model was done for two types of scenarios. Firstly, the regression analysis was done when the dataset was separated based on the emotional state of the subject. The maximum prediction accuracy among 15 subjects was estimated as 97.36% for the joy, 97.40% for the neutral state, and 97.76% for the anger. The average prediction accuracy was above 90% for all of the subjects.
Second experiment, was done almost in the same manner, except the data for each emotion for the given subject was combined. The average accuracy rate in this case was also above 90%. However, further analysis and comparison of relative error and accuracy calculations showed that the accuracy for separate emotions was a bit higher than the combined ones, for more detailed description refer to the Comparison and Analysis of this section.
The next section gives the insights on the classification procedure. The WEKA software tool was used for this purpose. Several classification algorithms were applied including Classification via Regression, Naive Bayes Classification. Finally, the general model of the classification and prediction was done. The accuracy of the estimation was reported and it was around 60% at most. The Classification via Regression proved to be the most robust and accurate algorithm.
A. Experiment 1 -Separate Emotions
This experiment was primarily conducted for the estimation of accuracy rates for the prediction of heart rates, from given feature distance values, for separated dataset based on different emotions. The Table I shows the results obtained from the accuracy rate estimation for each subject for each type of emotion. The error rates are quite low. The maximum relative prediction error is 9.20% which indicates good regression analysis.
The Fig. 2 shows the example of the prediction model and its plot for the emotion of Joy, for the subject 1. This figure gives the values for the estimator of the slope, estimated coefficient, which is equal to 0.091 and the estimator for then intercept term, i.e. estimated constant, is shown in Fig. 3 , which is equal to 97.031. From the Eqn. 2, in section III, the predicted heart rate can be calculated. This was the case for each subject and their corresponding emotion dataset.
The Table I , gives the accuracy and error rates for each of the emotion of each subject that was calculated by Eqn. 2. 
B. Experiment 2 -Combined Emotions
The aim of the Experiment 2 was to observe whether the results will be higher if the data samples for each subject were not differentiated based on their emotional states. The Table II represents the results obtained. As it can be seen, the accuracy rates for the prediction for the emotions combined is also quite good, almost as in Experiment 1. The minimum prediction accuracy is 75.88%.
The same procedure was done as in Experiment 1, but in this case the emotions of each subject were not differentiated. The Table II , illustrate the accuracy and error rates calculated by the equation given in Eqn. 2.
C. Comparison and Analysis
The comparison of the same approach for two different scenarios is discussed in this part. The idea is simple, from the Table II , it can be seen that the relative error for the separate emotions is less compared to the error rate for the combined ones. Although the difference is not very much, it serves as the basis for the conduction of classification. 
D. Classification of Emotions
In Tables III and IV few algorithms and their classification accuracy for each subject are given.
E. Classification and Prediction General Model
The general model is very simple. The accuracy rate of the prediction model is multiplied by the accuracy of the classification. The Table IV illustrates the average accuracy of each particular classification algorithm for each emotion multiplied by the simple linear regression prediction.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we demonstrated that there is a strong relationship between voice spectrum and heart rate. This correlation was evidenced through feature extraction of speech signals followed by benchmark against measured ECG data in dynamic real-time measurement situations. For the voice spectrum analysis, MFCC was used to extract feature distances and compared with the ground truth estimation of heart rate from ECG samples using 1500 rule [9] , [29] .
The proposed work can be a foundation for the future development of contact less heart rate monitoring devices, methods and systems. And can help as a tool for early diagnosis and treatment of the patients having acute or chronic conditions.
In the future, along with increase in the scale of the dataset in volume and versatility, it can be further benchmark to a variety of prediction and classification algorithms to improve the heart rate estimation accuracy. The proposed system can be used to build real-time system making use of existing cloud infrastructure solutions and mobile devices. 
